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Abstract
This paper describes the joint submission of Samsung
Research and Development, Warsaw, Poland and
the University of Edinburgh team to the IWSLT MT
task for TED talks. We took part in two translation
directions, en-de and de-en. We also participated in
the en-de and de-en lectures SLT task. The models
have been trained with an attentional encoder-decoder
model using the BiDeep model in Nematus. We
filtered the training data to reduce the problem of noisy
data, and we use back-translated monolingual data for
domain-adaptation. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of the different techniques that we applied via ablation
studies. Our submission system outperforms our
baseline, and last year’s University of Edinburgh
submission to IWSLT, by more than 5 BLEU.
1. Introduction
This paper describes the system submission of Sam-
sung R&D Institute Poland and the University of
Edinburgh team. The models have been trained with
a deep attentional encoder-decoder neural machine
translation model using Nematus [1]. In this year’s sub-
mission, we focused on the core NMT architecture, for
which we selected the BiDeep model by [2], training
data filtering via language identification and MT-based
sentence alignment scores, and domain adaptation with
back-translated, domain-filtered monolingual training
data, and fine-tuning towards the in-domain training
set with MAP-L2 regularization towards the baseline
model [3].
Corpus raw aligned filtered
Commoncrawl [4] 2.40M 2.22M 1.62M
Europarl v7 [5] 1.92M 1.90M 1.85M
GoldAligment 509 508 486
MultiUN [6] 0.16M 0.16M 0.15M
News Com. v12 [4] 0.27M 0.26M 0.26M
Opensubtitles2016 [7] 13.88M 12.08M 9.04M
QED Corpus 0.07M 0.07M 0.06M
Rapid 2016 1.33M 1.28M 1.12M
Wikipedia Corpus 2.46M 2.16M 1.18M
WIT3 (in-domain) [8] 0.22M 0.21M 0.20M
Total 22.72M 20.35M 15.47M
Table 1: Admissible parallel corpora used for training,
with number of sentences before and after filtering
2. Training data and data selection
2.1. Parallel corpora
For the English-German language pair, we used the cor-
pora listed in Table 1. IWSLT provides a large amount
of permissible parallel training data. We performed fil-
tering based on sentence alignment and language iden-
tification.
To obtain a sentence alignment score, we follow
the idea that we can automatically translate the source
text, and use BLEU between the automatic translation
and the target side as a feature to predict probable
alignments [9]. We trained a Phrase-based Statistical
MT model, using significance filtering [10] to remove
improbable phrases. Then we translated German sen-
tences into English with a fast Statistical MT engine.
Then, a sentence aligner BLEU-Champ1 was applied
to score each parallel training sentence. We also scored
each sentence pair with a sentence-level language
1https://github.com/emjotde/bleu-champ
recognition tool. After these operations each sentence
pair had assigned BLEU-Champ scores and language
recognition scores. We selected small subset of 3k
sentences from the corpora and performed manual
evaluation for each sentence pairs scoring from 1 (very
bad) to 5 (very good). Then we trained a regression
model to predict human score based on BLEU-Champ
and language recognition scores. Finally, we used
the regression model to score whole parallel corpora
and select potentially good sentences (predicted score
above 2). We also removed lines with Wiki markup
as we observed negative impact of such lines in our
baseline model. Corpus sizes after these steps are
shown in column aligned and filtered. The filtering
method removed less than 5% of high quality corpora
like News Commentary, but it removed over 50% of
Wiki corpus. Additionally monolingual training data
from the Commoncrawl [11] was used for creating
synthetic parallel training data, see section 2.2 and 2.3
for details.
2.2. Selecting pseudo in-domain monolingual data
In order to reduce the amount of training data and pos-
sibly improve domain-adaptation effects, we decided
to select data that matched the domain of TED talks
based on Moore-Lewis filtering [12]. We followed
the procedure described in Edinburgh’s submission
to IWSLT16 [13]. We used the TED talk data from
WIT3 as seed data to create the in-domain language
model and a matching amount of randomly chosen
out-of-domain data for the contrasting language model.
Lang. Total Selected Avg. score Sel. score
de 2.9G 20M 0.4639 -0.0935
en 3.0G 20M 0.3797 -0.0394
Table 2: Selected monolingual data. Interpretation of
figures is the same as for parallel data.
As seen in Table 2 we selected 20M sentences for
back-translation from much larger original corpora of
2.9G and 3.0G sentences.
2.3. Preprocessing and subword units
To avoid the large-vocabulary problem in NMT mod-
els [14], we used byte-pair-encoding (BPE) to achieve
open-vocabulary translation with a fixed vocabulary of
subword symbols [15]. For all languages we set the
number of merge operations to 90k. Segmentation into
subword units was applied after any other preprocess-
ing step for joint source and target vocabulary. We set
vocabulary threshold to 50.
2.4. Back-translation
Corpus size oversapling
WIT3 (in-domain) [8] 0.20M 4.17M
Other parallel 15.27M 15.27M
Synthetic 19.57M 19.57M
Total - 39.01M
Table 3: Final corpora used for training including
admissible, filtered parallel corpora, oversampled in-
domain corpus and synthetic, backtranslated data.
Back-translated monolingual in-domain data has
been shown to be very beneficial when added to the
parallel training data [16]. We back-translated the
selected monolingual data with shallow, single layer
NMT model trained on raw, permissible parallel data.
We call it a baseline model hereafter. The model was
trained with Nematus and translation was done with
Marian [17]. We present the size of the final training
corpora in table 3.
3. Neural translation systems
The neural machine translation system is an attentional
encoder-decoder [18], which has been trained with Ne-
matus [1]. There have been a number of papers show-
ing that deeper models in machine translation lead to
higher quality output. We apply the BiDeep model [2],
which is a combination of stack RNNs and deep recur-
rent RNNs. Each cell in the stack RNN consists of mul-
tiple GRU cells, as illustrated in Figure 1. We use 4
stacks of RNNs with deep recurrent GRUs with a tran-
sition depth of 2.
In these experiments we followed the implemen-
tation details described in Edinburgh’s WMT 2017
submission [19]. Important features which we used
were: layer normalisation, BPE Version 2 with filtering
of rare subwords, dynamic batching and using tied
embeddings.
Additionally, to reduce training time we experi-
mented with data parallelism on multi-GPU. Most of
the approaches ([20],[21]) use SGD optimizer with
centralized parameters which all workers read and
. . .
. . .
Figure 1: Illustration of BiDeep RNN architecture [2].
The architecture consists of a stack of layers of recur-
rent cells; each cell is composed of multiple GRU tran-
sitions.
update. We decided to use Adam optimizer instead as it
was shown to converge faster. Unfortunately, the addi-
tional parameters in Adam make centralized parameter
approach ineffective due to large copy overhead (one
needs to store also means and variances of all param-
eters). In our implementation there is no centralized
copy, instead each worker holds its own copy of all
parameters. Each worker computes gradients on its
own batch and only the gradients are summed over all
workers and shared among them synchronously (we
use nccl library2). Next, each worker independently
updates its model parameters using the shared gradient.
The data copied between workers is thus minimal.
Since all workers are initialized equally, after the
update they all still hold the same parameter values.
Using N workers in this implementation can be seen
as single worker case with N -times larger batch size.
Thus to compare results one needs to set the training
parameters like validation frequency accordingly.
Table 4 compares trainings results for different number
of GPUs. The results refer to de2en, BiDeep model
training on filtered corpus using single node server with
8 GeForce 1080Ti. We did not present the 8-GPU case
due to hardware problems with one card. The results
show that our approach scales well. With increasing
number of cards the throughput measured in words per
second scales nearly linearly while the training time
significantly reduces and the achieved BLEU is in close
range.
To train the models for IWSLT 2017 submission
we used 3 servers with 8 GPUs each (1 with GeForces
2https://github.com/NVIDIA/nccl
BLEU time [h.] words/sec. overhead
1GPU 35.01 162.2 1082 8.3%
2GPU 34.85 103.0 1890 15.6%
3GPU 35.45 80.2 2950 17.6%
4GPU 35.30 67.1 3586 18.6%
6GPU 35.16 48.2 5315 23.0%
Table 4: Multi-GPU BiDeep model traininig statistics
for different number of GPU. Training performed on
de2en filtered corpora. The first column reports the best
BLEU, the second convergence time, the third number
of processed words per second. The last one is the over-
head added by using the multi-gpu mechanism (reduce-
all synchronization). Note the non-zero overhead even
with 1 GPU.
1080Ti, and 2 others with Teslas K80). The number of
GPU used in particular training varied between 1 and 8
depending on resources availability.
3.1. Training, tuning and ensembling
We perform several steps of fine-tuning of the general
models, using continued training with a new selection
of training data and training parameters.
For each translation direction we run several inde-
pendent trainings with slightly different data and pa-
rameters to get variety of final models for most success-
ful ensembling. In all trainings we used TED test set
from 2015 as a validation set.
As an example, the training of two of the de2en
models (Fig. 2) used in the final ensemble, was started
on the filtered parallel training data with 20 million in-
domain backtranslated sentences and TED corpus over-
sampled 20 times. We trained this to convergence. Af-
ter convergence, we enabled dropout, with both embed-
ding dropout and hidden layer dropout set to 0.2, and
continued training until results converged again.
We repeated this procedure two times for each di-
rection, hoping that two independent runs will give us a
better ensemble model than a checkpoint ensemble.
Finally we performed a fine-tuning step where we
tuned to just the TED corpus with dropout and MAP-L2
regularization towards the previous model [3]. We also
performed careful validation and early stopping. For
fine-tuning we selected best and second best models for
each independent run from the previous step.
For the final system we choose the 4 fine-tuned
models that gave the best ensembles. In de2en direction
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Figure 2: German-to-English models training progress.
Plot shows the BLEU (straight lines) and validation er-
ror (lines with dots) on tst2015. Colors represent suc-
cessive training parameters modifications. The number
in plot label is the best BLEU score for particular train-
ing configuration.
the best model was a checkpoint ensemble and in en2de
independent ensemble (from 2 independent models).
3.2. Spoken Language Translation
We also participated in the IWSLT Lectures spoken lan-
guage translation task. This task consisted of three Ger-
man lectures and two English lecutres and ten English
TED talks. The test sets had no segmentation or punc-
tuation. Our submission used an English and a German
punctuation model provided by the SUMMA project.
These models are essentially neural machine translation
models which are trained to predict commas, full stops,
question marks, exclamation marks and three dots [22,
23]. The punctuated source was then translated using
the reranked ensembles described above.
4. Results
We present results in table 5. For the progress set, we
also report BLEU of the University of Edinburgh sub-
mission to IWSLT16 [13], which was ranked first for
en-de, and third for de-en. For results comparing our
MT and SLT submissions to other systems in IWSLT
please see the overview paper [24].
We performed extensive ablation studies. Our
results confirm the effectiveness of deep models, which
yield an improvement of 0.8-1.4 BLEU. They also
give evidence for the sensitivity of our models towards
Translation Progress set Test set
(2016) (2017)
de-en en-de de-en en-de
IWSLT16 [13] 32.56 - 27.34 -
baseline 32.52 26.05 27.84 24.33
BiDeep raw 33.92 27.27 29.28 25.14
BiDeep filtered 34.07 27.66 29.94 25.61
+backtranslations 36.27 28.81 30.93 25.24
+dropout 36.50 29.83 31.41 26.66
+finetune on TED 37.08 30.21 32.26 27.38
+checkpoint ens. 37.61 30.34 32.37 27.56
independent ens. 37.56 29.91 32.71 27.23
+right to left 37.85 30.93 33.08 28.00
Table 5: Results for the IWSLT TED translation task
(BLEU). Submitted system highlighted in bold.
training data noise, and models trained on filtered data
outperform those trained on the full training coropra
by 0.5–0.7 BLEU. Our use of back-translated data
improved performance for de-en (+1 BLEU), and on
the 2016 progress set for en-de (+0.8 BLEU), but not
on the 2017 test set (-0.4 BLEU). Fine-tuning towards
the TED training data remains an effective strategy
(+0.8 BLEU), as does ensembling and right-to-left
reranking.
In total, we report improvements of over 5 BLEU
over last year’s IWSLT submission by the University
of Edinburgh [13], which was also based on Nematus
and used a similar strategy for preprocessing and train-
ing. We attribute this to technical improvements in our
neural network architecture, such as layer normalisation
and BiDeep networks, better regularization during fine-
tuning, and the use of more out-of-domain training data,
and the use of reranking with a right-to-left model. We
note that even our best single model outperforms last
year’s ensemble of 5 models by more than 4 BLEU.
5. Conclusions
This paper describes the joint submission of Samsung
R&D Institute Poland and the University of Edinburgh
team to the IWSLT MT task for TED talks, for the
translation directions en-de and de-en. We report
strong baseline results that are on par with last year’s
University of Edinburgh submission to IWSLT. Our
experimental results confirm the effectiveness of the
BiDeep NMT architecture, and of domain adaptation
via back-translated monolingual training data, and
regularized fine-tuning towards an in-domain training
set. Our results also highlight the importance of clean
training data for NMT training, and we obtain better
translation quality with a filtered subset of the permis-
sible parallel training data. Our submission system
outperforms our baseline, and last year’s University
of Edinburgh submission to IWSLT, by more than 5
BLEU.
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